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Descriptive Summary

Title: Kenneth Monroe Carr Papers,
Date (inclusive): 1986-1991
Collection Number: 91012
Creator: Carr, Kenneth Monroe, 1925-
Collection Size: 171 manuscript boxes (68.4 linear feet)
Repository: Hoover Institution Archives
Stanford, California 94305-6010
Abstract: Memoranda, reports, studies, correspondence, and printed matter, relating to nuclear power plants in the United States, including issues of licensing, safety, and waste management.
Language: English.
Access
Closed.
Please contact the Hoover Institution Archives for further information.
Publication Rights
For copyright status, please contact the Hoover Institution Archives.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Kenneth Monroe Carr Papers, [Box no.], Hoover Institution Archives.
Access Points
United States. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear energy--United States
United States--Politics and government
United States--Armed Forces
Nuclear energy
Reagan, Ronald